
Dear All,

Welcome to the brand new SIC 2021 Product Collection. Please make sure that you read 
the information below very carefully, together with the brand new SIC 2021 Catalogue.

The SIC 2021 Catalogue is now available to download from the Media website: 

Light version: https://media.bicsport.com/s/Gzp3W4c6qF9b757
Printing version: https://media.bicsport.com/s/MsK6sTWDbM4qM93

SIC is proud to be part of the Tahe Outdoors brand portfolio. The history of Tahe 
Outdoors runs deep within water sports. The former parent company to Tahe was  
BIC Sport, who has been an innovator and leader in water sports for more than 40 years.  
This commitment is continued with Tahe Outdoors who, live the board sport culture 
and continue to implement its manufacturing expertise and offer best-in-class 
products through its brands such as SIC, TAHE, Zegul, and Core Kiteboarding. 

SIC - 2021 PRODUCTS INTRODUCTION 



SIC is a brand for watermen and waterwomen. The 2021 collection will make this even 
more apparent with our new products that cross water sports platforms to serve the 
multi-discipline needs of watermen and waterwomen worldwide. 

We are very excited about the 2021 range of SIC products as we introduce new sizes 
and models within our SUP range. We have redesigned our paddles from the ground up 
and have a comprehensive range that will excite recreational and elite paddlers alike.  
We have added sizes to the Drifter surfboard range to accommodate larger riders.  
In 2020 SIC entered the foiling category with a handful of performance foil boards.  
For 2021 we have added additional sizes and new classes of boards, creating a 
complete range of performance foil boards to cover the foiling disciplines’ gamut.  
With all of our foil boards, the collection would not be complete without foils and wings. 
SIC now offers complete foil kits with the new RAPTOR Flite and Slash foils and a variety 
of front wings, rear stabilizers, and T-Bars (mast/fuselage) so you can custom configure 
your foil to your personal needs and water conditions.

Last but not least is the launch of the RAPTOR wing. Over the past year and a half, SIC 
and sister company CORE Kiteboarding have developed this performance wing to let you 
fly far and fast. It utilizes some of the best materials that are proprietary to CORE and 
now SIC. We are proud of this new wing design and all of the new products for 2021.  
Much work has gone into ensuring the best in performance, craftsmanship, and quality. 

We hope you get just as excited as we are to hit the water with this great new gear. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony Scaturro
SIC - Global Brand Manager



SUP 
3 new boards are included into the SIC 2021 Collection :

ATLANTIS
- The all new ATLANTIS is the latest addition to SIC’s race category of boards. 

- Built for rough water, moderate to heavy down wind and swell conditions.
- The ATLANTIS is SIC’s first deep cockpit design, with a low center of gravity 

and high rail line for secondary stability, that also mitigates water flow 
into the cockpit.

- Features a new single venturi drain integrated under the EZ-Grab 
handle to quickly clear water that flows into the cockpit.

- Board complements the RS, that in 2020 was designed 
with a flatter rocker and oriented more towards flatwater 

and all-water racing. The ATLANTIS becomes the race 
board of choice for when conditions get rougher 

and/or more oriented downwind.
- SF construction only. 3x sizes :

 107232 - ATLANTIS 14’0” X 22.0” SF
 107204 - ATLANTIS 14’0” X 24.0” SF
 107205 - ATLANTIS 14’0” X 26.0” SF

MANGROVE
- Board designed with maximum versatility and stability for multiple uses :  
Recreational paddling, fun, fitness, yoga or fishing.
- Stability provided by the board’s flat bottom and full rails. A rounded, keeled 
nose glides effortlessly in flatwater.
- Boards widen the offer previously provided by the SAGE in 2020, and offer a 
beautiful composite board above the very successful TAO FIT Boards (In AT).
- DF construction only. 2x sizes : 

107190 - MANGROVE 10’6” x 32.0” DF
108191 - MANGROVE 10’6” x 32.0” DF
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TAO AIR-GLIDE
- All-round Air-Glide boards for paddlers who want to take a board out with the family, 
surf small waves, take a SUP yoga class, or cruise the shoreline.
- Graphics have been re-worked for 2021.
- Outline and board technology, Support Stringer Technology (SST), remain unchanged 
vs. 2020. Boards are light, stiff, and reliable.
- Boards sold as a complete package with 3-pc adjustable paddle, leash, and standard 
Air-Glide accessories : Bag, Pump, Fins & Repair Kit.
- SST construction, 4 different sizes adapted to different uses :

 107211 - TAO AIR-GLIDE 10’6” x 33.0” SST (package)
 107212 - TAO AIR-GLIDE TOUR 11’0” x 32.0” SST (package)
 107213 - TAO AIR-GLIDE TOUR 12’6” x 30.0” SST (package)
 107214 - TAO AIR-GLIDE WIND 10’6” x 32.0” SST (package)

SUP BOARDS OTHER
All other SUP boards are 100% carry-forward from 2020, and remain unchanged in 
terms of shape, construction & graphics.

SUP PADDLES 
SIC’s 2021 collection of paddles was developed from the ground up. The ultimate goal 
was to create the perfect, comprehensive range to suit all paddlers from the most 
elite in the world, like those men and women on the SIC team, to recreational fitness, 
beginners, and youth paddlers. From top to bottom, the SIC paddle range utilizes a wide 
variety of materials offering a multitude of flexes, blade shapes, and grip options. 

BATTLE
- New blade, high aspect ratio (HAR), longer and narrower than the Maliko. 
- Ideally suited for racing & high cadence paddling. 
- 2 blade sizes : 75 & 85.
- Standard diameter shaft, with firm flex = 35 mm.
- Shaft type : Cut To Length (CTL). Paddle delivered with Ergo 2 CTL Grip handle,  
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but compatible with Lever Lock adjustment. 
- Materials : Blade = 100% 12k carbon prepreg / Shaft = 100% 3k carbon prepreg
- Two sizes : 

 105424 - BATTLE 75
 105425 - BATTLE 78

MALIKO
- New blade, low aspect ratio (LAR), shorter and wider than the Battle.
- More «all-round» appeal vs. the BATTLE, appropriate for all-round racing, touring, 
surfing & SUP Foiling. Good for paddling longer distances or regular training.
- Blade sizes adapted to the shaft stiffness : 70 slim to 90 standard.
- Standard diameter shaft, with slightly softer flex vs. the BATTLE = 40 mm. 
- Slim diameter shaft for smaller hands, and even softer flex = 45 mm.
- Shaft type : Cut To Length (CTL), Paddle delivered with Ergo 2 CTL Grip handle, but 
compatible with Lever Lock adjustment. 
- Materials : Blade & Shaft = 100% 3k carbon prepreg
- Total 4 sizes, 2x standard & 2x slim : 

 105426 - MALIKO 80
 105427 - MALIKO 90
 105428 - MALIKO SLIM 70
 105429 - MALIKO SLIM 80

BOLT
- New blade, low aspect ratio (LAR), exactly the same blade design and outline as  
the MALIKO.
- The most versatile paddle, for a wide range of use across all-round racing, touring, 
surfing & SUP Foiling. Good for paddling longer distances or regular training.
- Blade sizes adapted to the shaft stiffness : 70 slim to 90 standard.
- The softest standard diameter shaft, making for comfortable paddling = 45 mm. 
- Additional slim diameter shaft for smaller hands, and even softer flex = 50 mm.
- Shaft type : Cut To Length (CTL). All paddles are delivered with 6’’ Lever Lock 
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adjustment for versatility. Compatible with Ergo 2 CTL Grip handle.
- Materials : Blade & Shaft = 65% carbon & 35% fiberglass.
- Total 4 sizes, 2x standard & 2x slim : 

 105430 - BOLT 80 ADJ LL
 105431 - BOLT 90 ADJ LL
 105432 - BOLT SLIM 70 ADJ LL
 105433 -BOLT SLIM 80 ADJ LL

TALON ALU & FP 
All SIC 2021 TALON SUP Paddles will have a new blade shape,  
with just 1 rib on the back face (not the face that hits the  
water first), a modern low aspect ratio design, and  
a more standard 80cm² surface area.

The graphics have also been updated. All other features  
(fixed paddles, adjustment with LL) remain unchanged.

PADDLES & ACCESSORIES OTHER
All other SUP paddles & Accessories are 100%  
carry-forward from 2020, and remain unchanged  
in terms of shape, construction & graphics.
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FOIL BOARDS 
3 new Foil specific boards are included into the SIC 2021 Collection :

107209 - POACHER SURF FOIL 4’6 x 21.0 SL
- Our new surf specific foil board.

107206 - RAPTOR FOIL BOARD 5.0 x 25.0 SL
- Our new wing foil board, focus on performance foiling with a wing. 

107207 - MAKO SUP FOIL 5.7 x 28.0 SL
- Smaller size of the existing MAKO SUP FOIL 6.5. Ideal as a SUP & Wing Foil Board.

It should be noted that :
- All 2021 SIC Foil boards, except for the MARLIN, are now made in SL construction in 
2021, a construction more appropriate for Foil use.
- All 2021 SIC Foil boards, except the POACHER, have a carry handle on the bottom of 
the board, to facilitate carrying the board & foil mounted together.
- The MARLIN keeps SF2 construction, to maximize durability for potential use as a wind 
foil board.
- The MAKO 6.5 & MANTA 6.0 are identical in shape, outline and graphics vs. 2020. 
 Only change is the technology move to SL.
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MAKO SUP FOIL  
5.7 x 28.0 SL

RAPTOR FOIL BOARD  
5.0 x 25.0 SL

POACHER SURF FOIL  
4’6 x 21.0 SL



FOILS 
The SIC 2021 offer includes a new and complete range of foils in full military grade, 
prepreg carbon.

3 complete packages are primarily available. These packages have been configured 
based on our assessment of the most commonly sold combinations of mast length, 
FW surface areas and shapes, and rear wings. We offer a fused T-Bar mast & fuselage 
assembly for maximum performance and stiffness at this critical construction point.  
All packages include a transport bag, wing covers, hardware screws and a screwdriver.

107241 - RAPTOR SLASH 1300 FOIL COMPLETE
- T-Bar: 92 cm / Wing: 1300 cm2 / Stab: 260 cm2 base
- The SLASH Foil is ideal for advanced riders, for high lift, low drag and high speeds.

107242 - RAPTOR FLITE 1500 FOIL COMPLETE
T-Bar: 82 cm / FW: 1500 cm2 / Stab: 440 cm2

107243 - RAPTOR FLITE 2000 FOIL COMPLETE 
T-Bar: 72cm / FW: 2000 cm2 / Stab: 350 cm2

- The FLITE Foils are ideal for intermediate to advanced riders, with a focus more on 
superior lift, maneuverability, and control at low-speed

However, as Foiling is an activity that is inherently open to significant levels of 
customization, we offer the full range of T-Bars, FWs & Stabs as spare parts. All are 
completely interchangeable with each other. This allows the final client to first purchase 
their «base set», and then upgrade or adapt this base to customize it to their particular 
riding style, location, wind range, board type, activity type… etc. 

In short just because we have offered 1 particular set as a starting point, this does not 
mean that a different T-Bar, FW or Stab combination might be better for a particular rider.
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WINGS 
We are very pleased to present the all-new SIC Raptor wing, that has been designed 
and rigorously tested by the team on Maui and Europe. The SIC Raptor Wing has been 
designed and tested in collaboration with our sister company CORE Kiteboarding,  
one of the world’s leaders in kite design and technology. 

A number of exclusive materials, such as :
- The ultra-rigid, non-stretch, ExoTex® Dacron used on the leading edge, 
- Or the CORETEX® TRIPLE RIPSTOP canopy material, 
… have been developd by CORE Kiteboarding and shared with SIC.

Key performance features :
- Expect snappy turns, explosive lift, and smooth sailing upwind.
- Feel the tight, crisp signature of a Wing using CORETEX® TRIPLE RIPSTOP canopy material.

- Low aspect ratio of the wing provides tremendous power. A shorter wingspan reduces 
the chance of your wingtip dragging in the water when powering up, tacking, jibing and 
board touch downs.
- The Raptor wing uses an in-flow panel connecting canopy with the control strut, 
ensuring that the wing maintains the most efficient aerodynamic profile during 
acceleration and cruising speed.
- The web handle loops help maintain control, trim, and comfort.
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You should be aware that :
- The Raptor Wing uses a RUSH-AIR valve system that enables you to quickly inflate & 
deflate the wing.
- The leading edge and control strut have two independent valves, allowing you to 
independently control their pressure for fine-tuning.
- All Raptor Wings will be delivered as complete packages, with pump, bag & leash in 
2021. While this may not be strictly necessary in the long-term, as Wing Foiling is a new 
sport we prefer to deliver complete packages to help users get started.
- The Raptor Wing is available in 5 different sizes, particularly the 7.0 for larger riders 
and/or use in the snow :

107236 - RAPTOR 3.0 WING
107237 - RAPTOR 4.0 WING
107238 - RAPTOR 5.0 WING
107239 - RAPTOR 6.0 WING
107240 - RAPTOR 7.0 WING

SURFBOARDS
DRIFTER (AT) / (TT)
All things considered the DRIFTER boards got off to a good start 
in 2020, and we are confident that this range will continue to 
grow from strength-to-strength in 2021 and beyond. 

As a result we have added a new larger size in 2021 in both the 
TOUGH-TEC & A-TEC ranges :

107153 - DRIFTER 8’8 AT
107155 - DRIFTER 8’6 TT

SURFBOARDS OTHER
All other SURF boards are 100% carry-forward from 2020, and 
remain unchanged in terms of shape, construction & graphics.
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PRODUCT AVAILABILITY
All new SIC 2021 Products listed above will be available +/- as per the following 
schedule ex-VANNES. All other products that are carry forward have ongoing availability. 
If you need more precise information, or have specific sample requirements, don’t 
hesitate to contact your Sales Manager :

We hope that you like what you see, if you have any comments or questions,  
please come back to us.

Best Regards,

TAHE OUTDOORS TEAM
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CATEGORY PRODUCT AVAILABILITY EX-TAHE OUTDOORS FRANCE
  (Dates = 2020 Month unless otherwise stated)

SUP BOARDS ATLANTIS NOV

 MANGROVE NOV

 TAO AIR-GLIDE NOV

SUP PADDLES BATTLE, MALIKO & BOLT Q1 2021

 TALON NOV

FOIL BOARDS NOV

 FOILS NOV

 WINGS DEC

SURF DRIFTER  Q1 2021



SIC IS DISTRIBUTED WORLD WIDE BY TAHE OUTDOORS
TO LEARN MORE OR BECOME A DEALER PLEASE CONTACT US AT:
 
Tahe Outdoors Group Headquarters (France)
58 Rue Alain GERBAULT - Zone Industrielle du PRAT
CP 3716 - CS 23716 - 56037 VANNES Cedex - FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0)2 97 43 75 00
Fax: Tel: +33 (0)2 97 43 75 01
Email: contact-SIC@taheoutdoors.com
 
Tahe Outdoors North America
2384 Cranberry Highway
West Wareham, MA 02576 - USA
Tel: (508) 291-2770
Fax: (508) 291-2772
Email: contact-us@taheoutdoors.com
 
Australia / New Zealand:
BIC Sport Australia Pty. Ltd.
P.O. Box 911
Manly NSW 1655
Tel. 1800 730 997
Email. info@bicsport.com.au

Tahe Outdoors Japan 
3-1-9 TSUJIDO-NISHIKAIGAN 
FUJISAWA KANAGAWA
JAPAN
info@bicsportjapan.com
TEL:0466-30-1979  /  FAX:0466-30-1980

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT:

WWW.SICMAUI.COM


